
Dear reader/GoWorkforce user, 

We keep on developing and since you are our most important user, we would like to be the first to inform you about the developments and 
adjustments that will be processed in the software. Several new features, improvements and bug fixes are implemented with our release in 
GoWorkforce. These new changes will be visible for you - as a user - after the transition to your new GoWorkforce environment.

Rebranding
We have a new corporate identity and changed a lot of things 
to make the rebranding possible and to give the new portal of  
GoWorkforce a fresher look and feel.

The rebranding will not have an immediate impact as we will 
make sure that all IQ-Soft clients will be guided to the 
GoWorkforce environment. Our team will contact your 
administrator no later than March the 31th to manage and 
support the transition to your new GoWorkforce environment. 
Meanwhile, you can still use your trusted iqsoft.nl domain. 

Our new identity can be seen on our website, on our  
LinkedIn page or on Youtube. 

Release notes

http://go-workforce.com
https://www.linkedin.com/company/iq-pass/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CizmE8C9IBA


Bug fixes
Mandatory fields 
It is possible to save organisation “general information” with-
out mandatory fields value [Fixed]

Check-in@Work 
Check-in@Work did not work properly in IQ-Soft [Fixed]

For more information, please contact your GoWorkforce account manager or our support team on +31 (0)346-79 60 08 or send a mail to support@iq-pass.com

Improvements
ACT 365 
For a better performance, we expanded the ACT365  
integration with webhooks.

Organisation module 
API: We expanded the organisation API so you can make a 
custom integration with your backoffice software like SAP.

Substatus: the substatus of an organisation can be retrieved 
by API and via reports. We’ve added a new section in the 
reports, called: “substatus”. 

 

Person module 
Qualifications: Qualifications got expanded with the parame-
ters “status” and “updated”.

ID Verification status: It’s possible to check whether an 
ID-document is verified by Keesing or Datachecker through 
the persons report and API. Until this moment, it was only able 
to check it on the person’s page. 
 
Visitor module 
reCAPTCHA: We updated reCAPTCHA v2 and implemented 
reCAPTCHA v3 in the pre-registration page. This means that 
you can fill in the pre-registration page easier and quicker. 

Release notes

New Features
Access 
It is possible to manage access based on license plates in  
combination with a license plate recognition camera.

Search person by license plate: a user can be found by 
searching his connected license plate in the person overview

Keesing 
Keesing can now be used in multiple browsers such as 
Chrome, Firefox etc. instead of only in Internet Explorer.


